Changes Slated for Summer and Fall Registration

by Joyce Rosenberg

Registration for the Summer Session will be on June 11 through 19 for full-time students whose last names begin with letters A and Z. This is for the unregistered student. The Fall Session registration for the Fall 1967 term will be held from May 24 through 31. Registration packets will be sent out during the week of May 24. The schedule of classes will be released before April 15. The Baruch College catalog should be ready by then. If you have any questions at all, you can call the Registration Office on September 3. For the Summer Session, a special office will be located on the street floor, but it will be moved to the Student Center on September 10.

Career Conference Pulls Good Crowd

An enthusiastic group attended the Career Conference held on Career Corps Day on April 6.

The event was sponsored by the Student Personnel Services Division of the Student Activities Office. The School of Liberal Arts and Business was largely attended by the students at the Brooklyn College of the City University of New York.

The conference was designed to provide information about the many opportunities for employment in various fields. The conference was divided into sessions, each covering a specific area of interest. The sessions included topics such as business, law, education, and government. The conference was well-attended with over 500 students in attendance.

P.R.I.D.E. Hosts Successful Festival

The Puerto Rican for Literature, Development, and Enlightenment, sponsored their fourth P.R.I.D.E. Festival on April 17. They began their Festival with an invitational performance of the Puerto Rican flag and the singing of the Puerto Rican national anthem in the forum lounge of the Fifth Street Building. Following this, Maria Perez was introduced as a speaker at the beginning of the Festival. She introduced a group of dancers from P.R.I.D.E. who performed a Latin dance. Next was a poetry reading with poems read in Spanish and English. P.R.I.D.E. then presented a Cuban version of the Festival and instead of wanting to go on a ball game, we went on a cultural program.

The play was followed by a Latin Food Festival in the Oak Lounge. The bodies of the students were fed with rice and beans, and a variety of fresh fruits and vegetables. The students were happy with the food.

Depts. Offer New Courses, Curricula

The Music Department offers new programs in music and film. The School of Liberal Arts and Business offers new courses in film and film production, and the School of Liberal Arts and Business offers new courses in art and design.

Art Faculty Displays Its Works

Six painters and photographers who teach at Baruch College are showing off their work in the lobby of the Sixth Street Building. The group is made up of paintings by John Sallin who shows brush drawings, watercolors, and oils paintings. The three paintings in red and black have been done by the students. The oils are rushed in strong colors, without pause for texture. The painting of Flowers by Revelations Woodcuts is entitled "Flowers."

Women's Art Group "Art for Women" has been organized by Elizabeth Goodman, who shows her work in the lobby of the Sixth Street Building.

Music Major To Begin In Fall

The Music Department offers new programs in music and film. The School of Liberal Arts and Business offers new courses in film and film production, and the School of Liberal Arts and Business offers new courses in art and design.

Art Faculty Displays Its Works

Six painters and photographers who teach at Baruch College are showing off their work in the lobby of the Sixth Street Building. The group is made up of paintings by John Sallin who shows brush drawings, watercolors, and oils paintings. The three paintings in red and black have been done by the students. The oils are rushed in strong colors, without pause for texture. The painting of Flowers by Revelations Woodcuts is entitled "Flowers."
**Announcements**

**Black Student Organizations of Baruch College Present**

**BLACK WEEK**

**Psychotherapist Speaks Before Psych Society**

*By Kevin Howard Dubrow*

Dr. Elizabeth Mintz, a renowned psychotherapist, spoke on the Gestalt therapy during Wednesday's meeting of the Psych Society. Mintz, who has been training in Gestalt therapy for the past 20 years, discussed the unique approach of this form of therapy. She explained how the Gestalt therapist facilitates an environment where clients can explore their experiences, feelings, and behaviors. The discussion was followed by an open forum where students could ask questions and engage in dialogue with Dr. Mintz.

**Freshman Seminar Schedule for Week of April 11-13**

This is the second week of the Freshman Seminar Workshops at the School of Business. Students are encouraged to attend. The schedule, listed below, has many interesting topics and inputs by student and faculty leaders.

**What’s Happening In IRELAND**

*Hear Representatives from Irish Republican Club, N.A.I.F. and Northern Aid*

April 12 in 4 South

**Recess Draft Counseling**

Wednesday, April 11

\[10:30\] President Clyde Wingfield—Rap With The King Day

\[12:15\] Ms. Bonnie Dill (Dept. Comp. Ed.)—Let’s Talk About It

\[12:30\] Mr. Marvin Kuperstein (Dept. SPS)—Art of Navigation

\[1:30\] Mr. David Hayden (English)—How to Alter Your Senses

\[2:00\] Mr. James Grober (Dept. Comp. Ed.)—What’s Happening Here?

\[3:00\] Ms. Eunice Tidwell (Dept. Social Work)—Journalism

\[4:15\] Mr. Kenneth Pfeiffer (Dept. Music)—Music for the Mind

**Music Theatre Workshop presents**

**GENERATION X**

April 11th from 9-3

**Please Give**

We need your help to make this workshop a success.

**Psychotherapist Speaks Before Psych Society**

*By Kevin Howard Dubrow*

Dr. Elizabeth Mintz, a renowned psychotherapist, spoke on the Gestalt therapy during Wednesday’s meeting of the Psych Society. Mintz, who has been training in Gestalt therapy for the past 20 years, discussed the unique approach of this form of therapy. She explained how the Gestalt therapist facilitates an environment where clients can explore their experiences, feelings, and behaviors. The discussion was followed by an open forum where students could ask questions and engage in dialogue with Dr. Mintz.
The need for a tight security system is becoming more necessary every day. This is especially true of the Student Center, where student organizations have their offices. Many of these offices have been burglarized while individual students have been robbed.

There are fewer students in the Student Center than in previous years. This is due to the increasing popularity of the Student Center and the stress of life at the University.

Students For Security

The question of security is being addressed by the University. A new security system is being installed in the Student Center. This system includes the use of closed-circuit television cameras, which will be monitored 24 hours a day.

The University is also considering the possibility of installing security guards in the Student Center.

The University is working closely with the police department to ensure the safety of students in the Student Center.

Open Forum

"Open Forum" allows readers to express their opinions regarding any issue of interest to Baruch College students. All opinions must be signed and factually correct.

TICKER favors the idea of using paid students to act as security guards. The other three alternatives only bring us one step closer to 1964.

John Jay College has been using the student guard system with much success. A team of five student guards was assigned to the Student Center. Each guard was assigned to one floor of the Student Center and was responsible for maintaining order.

The use of student guards in the Student Center is a step in the right direction. The University should consider expanding the program to other areas of the campus.

In conclusion, I believe that the use of student guards in the Student Center is a positive step towards improving campus security.

Get your parents, brothers, sisters, & friends to sign this. Hand it in to Room 104A Student Center.

KEEPS FREE TUITION IS UP TO YOU!
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THE OUTSIDER
"Reaping The Harvest"

by Andrew Franklin

THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FARMERS’ FOUNDATION is on Saturday, and the Institute for Religious Action, who organized the event in 1973, is planning a week of events to celebrate the anniversary. The event will feature a series of lectures, panels, and workshops on topics related to various aspects of the farmers’ movement. The main focus will be on the history of the movement, its achievements, and its future prospects. The event will be held in various locations around the city, with a central event taking place at the Institute for Religious Action. The event is open to the public, and all are welcome to attend.

CASTLES BURNING

by KenWEST

"And you say he killed his wife in her bath" said Frank. He was just opening the door to the next room when the voice entered. It was a sudden victory for the insomniacs who had been fighting for years to keep the peace in this city..."I didn't know what was going on..." said Frank..."but when I opened the door..." he told the story..."and there she was..." he paused for effect..."...in front of the bathtub..." he added..."and she was dead..." he said..."I never saw a worse sight..." he concluded.

"And so we are in possession of the real truth..." said Frank..."the truth that has been hidden from us all..." he said..."the truth that has been kept from us all..." he continued..."the truth that has been kept from us all..." he exclaimed..."the truth that has been kept from us all..." he yelled..."the truth that has been kept from us all..." he cried...

I.D. PHOTOS

Room 311 S.C.
Monday—Thurs. 12:15—7:00

Debts and Credits

The recent story about the computer operator at Union Data Systems is a matter of concern to everyone. The employee, John Smith, was accused of stealing company funds. The case has raised questions about the company's internal controls and the adequacy of its risk management procedures. The company has responded by implementing new measures to prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future. The company has also apologized to John Smith and expressed its commitment to maintaining a safe and secure work environment for all employees.

The Gay Activists Alliance

by Thomas F. Gesman

The President is interested in hearing from the Gay Activists Alliance about the recent developments in the organization. The Gay Activists Alliance is an organization of gay men and women who are working to improve the lives of the gay community. The President is concerned about the increasing number of gay men and women who are being denied access to essential services and are being discriminated against in the workplace and in other areas of their lives. The President is interested in hearing about the Gay Activists Alliance's plans to address these issues.

The analyst's ear

by Vivien M. Shapiro

"I am 30-year-old gay male student and I am interested in exploring the relationship between sexual identity and identity formation. I have noticed that there seems to be a strong link between sexual identity and identity formation. I have been wondering if there is a way to explore this relationship more deeply."

In my relaying this message to a certain group of students, I have been thinking about the importance of exploration in the development of identity. I have been wondering if there is a way to explore this relationship more deeply. I have been wondering if there is a way to explore this relationship more deeply. I have been wondering if there is a way to explore this relationship more deeply.

The recent story about the computer operator at Union Data Systems is a matter of concern to everyone. The employee, John Smith, was accused of stealing company funds. The case has raised questions about the company's internal controls and the adequacy of its risk management procedures. The company has responded by implementing new measures to prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future. The company has also apologized to John Smith and expressed its commitment to maintaining a safe and secure work environment for all employees.
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Into the rose garden. My words echo thus, in your mind.

Features Editor, TICKER, Rm. 307F, Student Center. They gave priority to those clubs down the passage which we did not take. Footfalls echo in the memory and from future contained in time past.

If time is eternally present then perhaps both are present in time future, time present and time past.

Door. Shut your eyes and see—**

...maestro di color che sanno. Limit of the diaphane in. Why in? Diaphane, his sconce against them, sure. Go easy. Bald he was and millionaire, he was aware of them bodies before of them coloured. How? By knocking and seawrack, the nearing tide, that rusty boot. Snotgreen, bluesilver, level. Surface of things or trying to foist off some theory."

...who stops his play to deliver a sermon, will only be playing about the dramatist will be the man with a mind in search: he will grope for his clubs; thus I wrote the article. I have been brought up with, and primarily—

'...c...3^<cc«'

.*nelectable modality of the visible: at least that if no more, thought consider myself a human being. I increased om number of things or trying to foist off some theory."

...that a result of increased om number of things or trying to foist off some theory."
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Fascinating Israel.

Moving than you can begin to imagine.

Hotline and DRAFT COUNSELING

During Spring Racers, the World's Largest Non-Violent Communication is Coming to City Center. The office is open from 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

P.L.R.G., Ass Explained by a Coordinator

April 11, 1973

Gary Rosenburg, has a Ph.D. in educational psychology from Columbia University. He says P.L.R.G. is a peaceful approach to communication. A person learns to listen better than usual.

"Children should be the first ones to talk to other children because they are the most interested in helping each other. When I told them about P.L.R.G. they were very interested."

"P.L.R.G. is a method which can be patterned after the most efficient communication. When a child is trying to communicate an idea or a feeling, he begins by..."
**8 Spring Concerts**

- **Logos!**

---

**HISTORY 247**

By Steve Sharp

Due to "circumstances beyond our control," the 2:30 p.m. screening of "The Odd Couple" took on a new look on Tuesday. While the film is based on the original play, the screening featured the addition of a new scene involving the character of Nell. This change, according to some, made the film more "realistic" and "normal." I can promise you that the movie was still very funny, and that the scene involving Nell was the highlight of the show.

1. **Who was Rocky Jones, Space Ranger?**
   - Nell was played by Barbara Bel Geddes.

2. **What degree did Bob Hastings receive?**
   - Nell was played by Barbara Bel Geddes.

3. **Who played Commando Cody?**
   - Nell was played by Barbara Bel Geddes.

4. **Who was Flash Gordon?**
   - Nell was played by Barbara Bel Geddes.

5. **Who played Tom Corbett, Space Cadet?**
   - Nell was played by Barbara Bel Geddes.

---

**Grouping Is Coming**

We have traveled the long road of education and learned many important lessons along the way. Now, as we approach the final tollgate, graduation, we must make a decision. Do we continue on our path or do we turn back? The choice is yours. Your graduation cap and gown may be picked up at the Student Center and returned to the Office of the President. If you have any questions, please call the Office of the President at 123-4567.

---

**Counselors**

Lamar Davis - Camp Experience
Age: 19

For children's Hebrew
speaking camp in the Poconos.

Knowledge of Hebrew
250 words

Experienced.

Good salary.

Phone: 256-7240

Meadows Camps Inc.

---

**Tomorrow Is Monday**
**Baseball Team Splits With NYU; Record At 2-2**

A couple of cheap late inning home runs prevented the baseball team from sweeping a three-game doubleheader from NYU Saturday at the Violets Field.

The Statesmen led 5-1 in the opener before NYU left a pair of fly balls over the short left field fence. Garcia and Flanders, who led going into the bottom of the second game with five nits including a triple, gave up two runs in the inning, striking out 12.

In two earlier games Baruch lost to Queens, 8-4, and defeated Pratt 7-3, as three pitchers combined for a record 17 strikeouts.

"I think we're gonna have a great year," commented coach Ron Rizzi after the NYU games. "That first game loss was a heartbreaker, but the team bounced back strongly in the second game."

"I think we're superior to the teams we have played so far in the regular season and pre-season games (Baruch went 5-9 in preseason games). There is no better pitching staff oh "the College and we have a solid lineup. Everyone in the lineup can hit."" - Coach Ron Rizzi

**Netmen Lose Three**

The inexperience of the tennis team continued to be a major factor as Baruch dropped three matches last week to Hunter, 5-4, Pratt 6-2-9, and NYU 6-3.

"We have been in most of the matches," notes coach Bob Givone, "but we have lost out in the end because our lack of experience catches up with us." Baruch lost its first four players from last season and has only three lettermen back.

In the NYU match Saturday the doubles team of Harvey Myssel and Joel Lane won its third straight. Lane also picked up a singles victory. However in several other matches Baruch came up on the short end of 6-4 and 7-5 sets. Luis Estrella continued to play well but dropped his sets. With the conclusion of each match it took five hours to complete the day's activities.

Estrella did pick up a win against Hunter as did Myssel who dropped his set 6-4. Myssel and LXANE ALSO TOOK THEIR MATCH AS THE NUM-BER ONE DOUBLES TEAM. Estrella's play was the highest of the match. "Trailing at the start, he rallied to win in straight sets, 6-3, 6-2."

This afternoon the netmen have a Met Conference match with the Manhattan College at the Fleet Tennis Club in the Bronx. Tomorrow they are at Pace Friday home with St. Francis and Saturday visit Jersey City State.

**Track Season Under Way**

The outdoor track season got underway last week as the Statesmen were among 12 schools competing in the first annual C.W. Post Relay Carnival.

Six was the magic number for Baruch with three relay teams taking part in the meet. In the 100-yard relay the quartet of Larry Szenyi, Pete Ortiz, Carlos Grumberg, a newcomer to the team, was fifth in the shot-put, but failed to place in the discus.

This afternoon Baruch plays John Jay at Randall's Island. Sunday night at Randall's, Fordham University will be the opposition in a 7:30 start. For Fordham, which first began playing collegiate tennis in its first nighttime.

During the Easter break Baruch will play doubleheaders with Stony Brook and Fairleigh-Dickinson of Madison and a single game with Brooklyn Poly.

**Golf Team Yields To Rain**

The golf team has a history of being plagued by poor weather conditions, so it came as no surprise when the season's opener last week against C.W. Post had to be called by rain.

Despite rain and heavy winds the match didn't start under way at Bethpage. However after a number of holes a heavy downpour came and the match was called. At the time all of the Baruch players were either wind or rain reported coach Barry Goodman.

The leading golfer was Bob Gordon, Larry Friedman, Carl Navaretta, Marc Grossman and Bruce Grilikes.

Yesterday the team was scheduled to play Newark State and William Paterson in New Jersey. Tomorrow the golfers meet Brooklyn at Bethpage and Friday challenge Lehman at Van- ceterland.

The following Activity Areas are open for Faculty and Student use during the Thurs. 12 noon to 2 P.M. "club hours" in the Main Building.

The 4th floor auxiliary rooms for: Rm. 610 for exercise and weight training; Rm. 611 for professional dance instruction; 4th floor hall for table-tennis.

The 11th floor—Rm 1128 for Judo, Karate and other Oriental techniques, under the direction of Mr. S. Henry Cho.

The Armony at Lexington Ave. and 55th St. is also available at this time, and will be opened for activity in tennis and volleyball.

The pool, located one floor below the main floor in the Main Building is open swimming.

The 50th Street Center Gym will be open for basketball from 11:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M. Tournaments and Scheduled Dates

- Basketball to be announced.
- Weight-lifting April 26th.
- Men's and Women's Swim Meets both on May 2nd.
- Table-tennis May 11th.

All areas are open to men and women and are subject to proper dress: sneakers, whitesox, T-shirt.

**in Liberal Arts** with the Liberal Arts School's Dean Selma Berro;

"Life Insurance Industry" with Robert Ross, Vice-president of Johnson & Higgins; "Opportunities in the Peace Corps and VISTA" with Jim Block, New York City recruiter; "Opportunities in Real Estate" with Prof. Cheirnoky of the Marketing Department; and weight training; Rm. 611 for professional dance instruction; 4th floor hall for table-tennis.

Not us. We make a natural beer:

A beer without any additives or chemical preservatives. For a natural Rheingold taste you just can't find in other beers.

**Natural Rheingold**

We know how you feel about beer.

**Intramural Rooms and Schedule**

April 11, 1970

---

**Man is not content to take nature as he finds her. He insists on making her over**

F.J.E. Woodbridge

---

**Intramural Rooms and Schedule**

April 11, 1970

---